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Olexander Drobin, a bookseller at the massive Petrivka book market in the capital, Kyiv, reacts as he talks with AFP journalists on June 23, 2022. - Ukraine plans to ban many books in Russian as part of a wartime battle against propaganda, but the new law has divided both literature fans and booksellers alike. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Olexander Drobin, a bookseller at the massive Petrivka book market iholds a book as he talks with AFP journalists in Kyiv, on June 23, 2022. - Ukraine plans to ban many books in Russian as part of a wartime battle against propaganda, but the new law has divided both literature fans and booksellers alike. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Bookseller Anatoli Gounko shows books at the massive Petrivka book market in the capital, Kyiv, as he talks with AFP journalists on June 23, 2022. - Ukraine plans to ban many books in Russian as part of a wartime battle against propaganda, but the new law has divided both literature fans and booksellers alike. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Bookseller Anatoli Gounko gestures as he talks with AFP journalists at the massive Petrivka book market in Kyiv, on June 23, 2022. - Ukraine plans to ban many books in Russian as part of a wartime battle against propaganda, but the new law has divided both literature fans and booksellers alike. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Bookseller Nadia talks with AFP journalists at the massive Petrivka book market in Kyiv, on June 23, 2022. - Ukraine plans to ban many books in Russian as part of a wartime battle against propaganda, but the new law has divided both literature fans and booksellers alike. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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A Ukrainian soldier looks at books at the massive Petrivka book market in  Kyiv, on June 23, 2022. - Ukraine plans to ban many books in Russian as part of a wartime battle against propaganda, but the new law has divided both literature fans and booksellers alike. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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A man looks at books at the massive Petrivka book market in  Kyiv, on June 23, 2022. - Ukraine plans to ban many books in Russian as part of a wartime battle against propaganda, but the new law has divided both literature fans and booksellers alike. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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